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Background:
Credentialed clergy throughout MC USA are responsible for participating in a Healthy
Boundaries Training. This training identifies the complexity of the relationships we have in our
ministries and provides essential understandings and practical ways to manage these relational
and ethical boundaries with integrity and faithfulness. Ultimately, the goal is to enhance our
ministries through tending to appropriate, safe and healthy boundaries.
A Shared Understanding of Ministerial Leadership provides the theological and biblical
foundation for how Mennonite Church USA and Central District Conference understand
credentialed leadership in the church. Specifically, it states,
The congregation and the person ordained enter a covenant of a mutual
accountability, support, respect and care. The person covenants to live a life that
has moral integrity, to be a faithful steward of the gospel, to lead with humility, to
respect others, and to grow in ministry. The congregation covenants to pray for
the ordained person, to give and receive counsel, to support the person’s
leadership ministry, and to recognize the authority of the office into which the
pastor has been ordained. (p.20)
The Ministerial Committee of the Central District Conference has identified Healthy Boundaries
Training as an essential training for all credentialed leaders actively serving in ministry. Healthy
Boundaries Training provides tools, practices and examples for how “accountability, support,
respect and care” can be authentically lived out as ministering individuals.
Expectations:
It is the expectation of the CDC Ministerial Committee that all credentialed leaders actively
serving in ministry receive Healthy Boundaries Training.
1. All newly credentialed leaders will complete Healthy Boundaries Training within one
year of their credential date (licensed or ordained).
2. After an initial Healthy Boundaries Training course, all credentialed leaders will
complete a refresher course within three years of their initial training and every three
years thereafter.
3. Should a credentialed leader be unable to complete the above training expectations within
the timeframe given, the credentialed leader may request an extension of no more than
one year in order to complete the training.
4. Should a credentialed leader not complete the training expectations outlined above, their
credential shall be considered suspended for up to one additional year. At the end of that
year, if the credentialed leader has not completed the training, their license shall be
terminated. Credentialed leaders are aware that such termination of their credential may
have employment consequences as well.

Definitions:
Actively Serving- A credentialed leader is considered “actively serving” in ministry if they are
currently providing leadership (paid or volunteer) in a church or other organization that either
requires a credential for their position or if the ministering person expects to utilize the privileges
of their credential to serve their community. (Example: A chaplain may not be required by their
employer to hold a credential for their continued employment but the chaplain wishes to
maintain their credential as active and considers their place of employment as their place of
ministry.)
Credentialed- As defined on pages 43-44 of A Shared Understanding of Ministerial Leadership
Credential Date- The date of the public credentialing service in which the credentialed leader
was licensed or ordained.
Healthy Boundaries Training- This is the specific name for a training offered by Faith Trust
Institute. CDC relies on several individuals who have been trained by Faith Trust Institute to
provide training to credentialed leaders. The Healthy Boundaries 101- Fundamental’s course
provides the basic guidelines and expectations by which other trainings will be considered as
fulfilling the requirement. A Request for Recognition of Alternative Training for Healthy
Boundaries form is available to credentialed leaders who would like the ministerial committee to
consider other trainings as sufficient for this requirement. Healthy Boundaries Training 101 will
address the following primary topics:
• Christian Biblical and Theological Foundations for Maintaining Boundaries
• Boundary Basics for Clergy and Spiritual Teachers
• Dating, Friendships, and Dual Relationships
• The Pulpit, Transference, Hugging and Touch, Intimacy
• Preserving Boundaries: Personal and Professional Health
• Understanding Cultural Differences Related to Boundaries
Refresher Course- This can include participation in at least three hours of the Healthy
Boundaries 101 course, participation in Healthy Boundaries 201, or other continuing education
of at least three hours that addresses the primary topics identified above.

